We prove path-space large-deviation principles of switching Markov processes by exploiting the connection to associated Hamilton-Jacobi equations, following Jin Feng's and Thomas Kurtz's method [FK06] . In the limit that we consider, we show how the large-deviation problem in path-space essentially reduces to a spectral problem of finding principal eigenvalues. The large-deviation rate functions are given in action-integral form.
Introductory Example
Our main aim in this note is to prove path-wise large deviations for the first component X ε t | t≥0 of a class of twocomponent switching Markov processes (X ε t , I ε t )| t≥0 , in the limit of a dimensionless parameter ε > 0 tending to zero. In this section, we illustrate our general results on a specific example of a molecular-motor model.
Large deviations for models of molecular motors
In this example, (X ε t , I ε t )| t≥0 is a two-component stochastic process with values in T × {1, 2}, where T = R/Z is the one-dimensional flat torus, ε = 1/n a small parameter, and n an integer. The evolution of (X 
where Bt is a standard Brownian motion, ψ(·, 1) and ψ(·, 2) are two smooth functions on the torus, and ψ (·, i) denotes the derivative of ψ(·, i) ∈ C ∞ (T), i = 1, 2. The jump process I 
In summary, the first component X ε t is a drift-diffusion process, the second component I ε t is a jump process on a finite set, and the two are coupled through their respective rates. The role of I ε t is to determine the kind of dynamics that X ε t is subject to, in the sense that the drift-term in the stochastic evolution equation of X ε t depends on the value of I ε t . For more details about the construction of such processes, we refer to the second chapter in the book of Yin and Zhu about switching hybrid diffusions [YZ10] . In Appendix C we give a motivation for studying this example, and in particular for the specific ε-scaling that we consider. 
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x (a) The black bullet represents a particle that moves according to (1). A red arrow corresponds to changes of the value of the spatial component X ε t . A yellow arrow corresponds to a switch of the configurational component I ε t , which changes the drift term that the particle is subject to. (b) A typical realization of the spatial component X ε t of the two-component process (X ε t , I ε t ) in a x-t-diagram. The red dots represent the values of a realization of X ε t , the yellow dots indicate a jump of the configurational component I ε t .
Figure 1: Typical time evolution of (X ε t , I ε t ) satisfying (1) and (2).
We are interested in the limit ε → 0. That limit corresponds to zooming out of the x-t phase space, which is illustrated below in Figure 2 . This figure suggests that for small ε, the spatial component X Prob X ε t t≥0
where the rate function I is of action-integral form, given by I(x) = I0(x(0)) + ∞ 0 L(ẋ(t)) dt. The map I0 : T → [0, ∞] is the rate function for the initial distribution X ε 0 , and the Lagrangian is given by L(v) = H * (p) = sup p∈R [p · v − H(p)] , where the effective Hamiltonian H(p) is the principal eigenvalue of an associated cell problem described in Lemma 6.1.
In Example 2.6 below and in Section 6, we explain how to obtain the associated cell problem and the principal eigenvalue. In Appendix A, we recall the rigorous definition of a large-deviation principle. These two properties together characterize the unique minimizer of the rate function, and thereby in particular the typical behaviour of X ε t | t≥0 : for small values of the parameter ε > 0, realizations of X ε t | t≥0 tend to concentrate around the path with a constant velocity that is exactly given by DH(0). Furthermore, whenever I(x) > 0 for a continuous path x, the probability that a realization of X ε t | t≥0 is close to x in Skorokhod metric is exponentially small in ε. A large-deviation principle of X ε t | t≥0 together with uniqueness of the minimizer of the rate function implies in particular that the process X ε t | t≥0 converges to the minimizer almost surely (see Theorem A.2 for a proof).
Larger context and aim of this note
One inspiration for this note is a series of papers by Perthame, Souganidis and Mirrahimi, [PS09b, PS09a, MS13] . There, the authors start from the Fokker-Planck equations associated with (X 
where ∂y denotes the derivative with respect to the upscaled variable x/ε. The functions {ψ i , rij} are taken to be 1-periodic and smooth. The system of equations (4) describes the evolution of the probability densities ρ i ε (t, dx) = Prob [X ε t ∈ dx, I ε t = i] . For a given set of functions {ψ i , rij}, Perthame and Souganidis define in [PS09b] a notion of asymmetry. This notion is based on migration of density in the stationary Fokker-Planck system (∂tρ i ε = 0 in (4)) on the spatial domain (0, 1) with periodic boundaries, for one potential ψ = ψ1 and ψ2 = 0. The authors find a condition under which the densities ρ 1 ε and ρ 2 ε converge to a delta mass supported at one end of the interval, which is refered to as the motor effect or as transport. In all three papers, Perthame, Souganidis and Mirrahimi address the question of what exactly characterizes the class of potentials and rates {ψ i , rij} that induce transport, and prove convergence statements for the Fokker-Planck system (4).
In [PS09b] , the authors find a sufficient condition for transport, which is expressed in terms of an effective Hamiltonian H(p) ∈ R and a total flux F (p) ∈ R, where p ∈ R. System (4) exhibits the motor effect if and only if DH(0) = 0, or equivalently if F (0) = 0. The effective Hamiltonian is the principal eigenvalue of an associated cell problem, obtained after an exponential change of variables. It is the same principal eigenvalue that appears in Theorem 1.1, and we explain in Section 6 how to obtain it from a large-deviation perspective. Because they consider the stationary system, the information about how fast the density migrates can not be determined, since that is a question about the dynamics.
More recently, in [MS13] , Mirrahimi and Souganidis analysed the system (4) on R d with two possible configurations, again with one potential ψ = ψ1 and ψ2 = 0. When taking the limit ε → 0, they find that ρ 1 ε (t, x) + ρ 2 ε (t, x) → δ(x − tv)I0 in the sense of measures, where I0 is determined by the initial data and v is implicitly characterized by the potentials and rates as v = DH(0), again with the same principal eigenvalue H(p). The authors in [MS13] find that the sum of partial probabilities converges to a moving delta mass with velocity v = DH(0). This is consistent with the previously found criterion for the motor effect [PS09b] , DH(0) = 0. Theorem 3.3 recovers this result with a stronger form of convergence.
The question when transport is obtained is also investigated in other papers. In [HKM08] , Stuart Hastings, David Kinderlehrer and J. Bryce Mcleod analyse as in [PS09b] the stationary version of the Fokker-Planck system (4) on the unit interval (0, 1) with zero-flux boundary conditions, but for an arbitrary number of possible configurations {1, . . . , J} instead of two. The migration of density towards one end of the unit interval is then interpreted as evidence of transport, which is defined similarly. They find sufficient conditions for the occurence of transport in terms of distributions of minima of the potentials and a suitable choice of reaction rates. In particular, they find that breaking detailed balance is a necessary, but not sufficient condition for obtaining transport.
Because of the larger generality of this paper, we do not provide any new sufficient conditions for obtaining transport. We do prove under general conditions that detailed balance leads to a symmetric Hamiltonian (see Theorem 3.8). This implies that detailed balance has to be broken in order for transport to occur.
The methods that Perthame, Souganidis and Mirrahimi apply in [PS09b, PS09a, MS13] are inspired and motivated by large-deviation theory. However, in their papers, they do not explicitly prove large deviations, but prove convergence statements on the level of Fokker-Planck equations. Yet when proving the associated large-deviation principles, as we do in this note, there is a clear distinction between the contributions that come from general large-deviation theory on the one hand, and the model-specific contributions on the other hand.
Our aim in this paper, therefore, is to not only prove the large-deviation results such as Theorem 1.1, but also to seperate those parts of the argument which are general and come from large-deviation theory, from those parts that are specific to the model at hand. We make this explicit by considering so-called Markov processes with random switching, a class of stochastic processes that we introduce in Section 2. The process introduced above by (1) and (2) is an example of such a process, and in particular represents a motivating example for considering this class of processes. In Section 2.2, we illustrate by means of Example 2.6 how the argument is then separated into large-deviation parts and model-specific parts.
Switching Markov processes 2.1 General setting and models of our interest
In this section, we first define a Markov process with random switching, and then specify to the setting that we are interested in. For more details about the construction of such processes, we refer to the paper of Cloez and Hairer in [CH15] , and to the book of Yin and Zhu about switching hybrid diffusions [YZ10] , where the authors prove existence and regularity properties of these processes.
A Markov process with random switching is a two-component stochastic process (Xt, It) = (Xt, It)| t≥0 with values in a product space E × {1, . . . , J}, where E can be any Polish space, and J is an integer. For constructing (Xt, It)| t≥0 , one assumes to have a family of generators {L (i) } i∈{1,...,J} , where each
generates an E-valued Markov process. Then together with a family {rij(·)} i,j∈{1,...,J} of nonnegative functions rij ∈ C(E; [0, ∞)), the infinitesmial generator L of the couple (Xt, It) is given by
). Under suitable regularity assumptions on the rates rij(·), there exists a Markov process (Xt, It)| t≥0 whose generator is given by (5). A sufficient condition is uniform boundedness of the rates, [CH15] . In our setting, specified in Assumption 2.1, we consider a compact state space E and smoothness of the jump rates rij, which in particular implies sufficient conditions for existence.
Before we specify the setting that we are interested in, we note that for fixed ε > 0, the process (X ε t , I ε t ) satisfying (1) and (2) is a Markov process with random switching in which E = T and J = 2. It has a generator Lε that is of the form (5),
are given by
are both generators of a drift diffusion process on T. A scheme of how to obtain a process on the torus T is presented in Chapter 3.2 in [BLP11] . Furthermore, due to the scaling of the rates in (2), the rates in (5) are given by Assumption 2.2 corresponds to the basic assumption on the processes as in [FK06] , and a sufficient condition for it to hold true is given by Theorem 4.6 in Chapter 4 of [EK09] . With that, we consider switching Markov processes in this note in the following sense.
Definition 2.3 (Switching Markov processes in a periodic setting). For a state space Eε
) denote nonnegative smooth maps. Let further Assumption 2.2 be satisfied for the operator Lε defined in (6). Then we define the Eε-valued Markov process (X ε t , I ε t )| t≥0 as the martingale solution corresponding to Lε. In this note, we refer to (X ε t , I ε t )| t≥0 as a Markov process with random switching, or switching processes.
We now define the two specific stochastic models that we study in this paper, and which are motivated by molecular motors. For a motivation of the models, in particular of the ε-scaling, we refer to Appendix C. 
is a smooth and nonnegative function on
The generator Lε of (X
where in (7), we use the parameter γ(ε) > 0 in order to study different limit regimes: γ(ε) = 1 and γ(ε) → ∞ as ε → 0. We shall discuss the limit regimes further below.
For the discrete model, we use the integer n as the scaling parameter.
Definition 2.5 (Discrete model). Let (X n t , I n t ) be an En-valued Markov process with random switching from Definition 2.3 in the following setting:
(Mi) With a finite integer J, the state space is En = T ,n × {1, . . . , J}, where T ,n denotes the discrete onedimensional flat torus of length , lattice spacing 1/n and with n · points. As a set, that means T ,n {0, 1/n, . . . , − 1/n}, with periodic boundary. n with domain C(T ,n ), defined by
The generator Ln of the En valued jump process (X n t , I n t ) is defined on D(Ln) = C(En), as
where again γ(n) > 0 is a parameter that allows for studying different limit regimes.
The processes (X ε t , I ε t ) and (X n t , I n t ) from Definitions 2.4 and 2.5, with generators Lε and Ln from (7) and (8), satisfy Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2. Regarding the martingale problem for Lε, we refer to Chapter 2 in [YZ10] and the references therein. The process (X n t , I n t ) satisfies the assumptions since it is a pure jump process on En, whereas Assumption 2.2 follows from Theorem 4.6 in Chapter 4 of [EK09] . For each of the processes (X ε t , I ε t ) and (X n t , I n t ), we consider the following two limit regimes:
(I) In (7), γ(ε) = 1 for all ε > 0. In (8), γ(n) = 1 for all n.
The limit regime (I) corresponds to Theorems 3.3 and 3.5, and (II) corresponds to Theorems 3.4 and 3.6.
A general strategy of proof of large deviations for the limit regimes in this note
In this section, we outline by means of Example 2.6 the strategy for proving large deviations for the spatial component of switching Markov Processes as introduced in the previous section.
Our motivation for starting from switching processes is twofold. First, it clarifies how the general large-deviation techniques established by Jin Feng and Thomas Kurtz in the monograph [FK06] apply to the problems we consider in our note. Secondly, it has the advantage that it enables us to prove large deviations of both discrete and continuous models, and two different limit regimes, all within the same framework. We further comment on that in the discussion and conclusion of this note.
The different models are specified by the choice of the ε-scaling, the state space E X ε , the spatial dynamics defined by the generators L (i) ε , and the reaction rates rij(·). However, as mentioned above, the proofs of largedeviation principles are independent from these choices. By making this general large-deviation structure explicit, we emphasize what to focus on when attempting to prove large deviations in this framework. The general strategy for proving large deviations of the spatial component X ε t of a switching Markov process (X ε t , I ε t ) follows basically two steps that are indendent of the specific model:
(1) Convergence of nonlinear generators.
(2) Solving a principal-eigenvalue problem.
The steps (1) and (2) correspond to conditions (T1) and (T2) in Theorem 3.1. The model-specific contribution is to determine in which setting (1) and (2) have to be solved. In Section 3.1, we give the detailed version of this strategy. Here we give an informal discussion of an example that illustrates how to proof path-wise large deivations via reduction to a principal-eigenvalue problem.
Example 2.6. Consider the solution Y ε t to the stochastic differential equation on T given by
where ψ(·) ∈ C ∞ (T) is a smooth potential and ε = 1/n with some integer n. The process Y ε t can, for instance, be obtained starting from a one-dimensional drift-diffusion process Yt on the torus T, and then considering the rescaled process εY t/ε . It corresponds to a particle that is diffusing in a one-dimensional periodic potential. The generator Lε of the process Y ε t is given by Lεf (x) = −ψ (x/ε)f (x) + ε 1 2 f (x), and the corresponding nonlinear generator Hε defined by
The aim is to obtain a limit of Hε as ε → 0. In order to determine the behaviour of Hεf for small ε, one has to deal with the problem that the drift-term ψ (x/ε) is fastly oscillating as ε tends to zero. This is solved by considering functions that are of the form fε(x) = f (x) + εϕ(x/ε). Then the images of the nonlinear generator are
We want these images to converge in the limit ε → 0. The ε 1 2
∂xxf (x) term is of order ε and therefore not problematic. The remaining terms are in general oscillating in ε. However, with the right choice of the function ϕ, one can make this term to be independent of the (x/ε)-variable, and thereby independent of ε altogether. In order to see how, we rewrite Hεfε by introducing the fast spatial variable y = x/ε, with which we find that
We aim to find a function ϕ(·) such that the term e −ϕ [· · · ]e ϕ is constant as a function of the x/ε-variable, regarding the x-variable as a parameter. If we find such a function ϕ, we denote the constant by H(∂xf (x)), since it depends on x only via the derivative of f . Then with that choice of the function ϕ, the values of Hεfε are given by
and we find for small ε that Hεfε(x) ≈ H(∂xf (x)). Making this strategy rigorous can be realized in two steps via (1) showing convergence of nonlinear generators and (2) finding a principal eigenvalue H(p), as follows:
∆f (x), where
By taking arbitrary ϕ ∈ C 2 (T), we collect all these possible limits of Hεfε and summarize them in a multivalued operator
where the functions ϕ parametrize the images. Then the nonlinear generator Hε converges to the limit operator H in the following sense: for any (f, H f,ϕ ) ∈ H, there exist functions fε in the domain of Hε such that fε converges uniformly to f , and the images Hεfε converge uniformly to H f,ϕ , where the convergence has to be understood with respect to suitable emebddings; here, with the map η ε :
(2): The images of the limit operator H can we written as
where for p ∈ R, Vp(y) := ∂yy is a second order differential operator. Finding a function ϕ(·) such that this becomes constant as a function of y is equivalent to solving the principal-eigenvalue problem
where p = f (x) ∈ R is a parameter, and H(p) ∈ R is the so-called principal eigenvalue with a corresponding strictly positive eigenfunction e ϕ(y) . How to solve such principal-eigenvalue problems for second order elliptic operators on manifolds, here on the flat torus M = T = R/Z, is shown for instance in [Pad97] . We come back to principal eigenvalues when considering the results about molecular motor models in Section 3.3 and their proofs in Section 6. In Appendix B, we further outline to what extend the principal-eigenvalue problems that we encounter are solved in the literature.
Following steps (1) and (2) from above, which corresponds to (T1) and (T2) in Theorem 3.1, is sufficient for obtaining the existence of path-wise large deviations of X ε t | t≥0 . However, a priori the rate function is complicated and does not allow for further insights. This is because steps (1) and (2) only require the existence of a limiting nonlinear generator and the existence of a principal eigenvalue. For obtaining large deviations with a more conrete rate function, one needs to establish some regularity of the principal eigenvalue. Assumption (T3) in Theorem 3.2 is a mild condition on the principal eigenvalue under which an action-integral representation can be achieved. Essentially, (T3) corresponds to convexity and coercivity of the principal eigenvalue H(p), with respect to a parameter p ∈ R d that corresponds to momenta. The condition is mild in the sense that it can be verified mostly by algebraic manipulations rather than by analytic arguments. This condition is implicitly used in [FK06] in various places, but is not formulated explicitly, since the exposition therein focuses on more general settings. Furthermore, in the literature, one encounters the requirement of differentiability of H(p) with respect to p, which can be tedious to verify for specific examples. If one is only interested in large deviations, then the statement that convexity is sufficient for an action-integral representation is confirmed in our context in the sense of Theorem 3.2.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 3, we give an overview of the results in this note. In Section 4, we give the proof of Theorem 3.1, which gives sufficient conditions for large deviations of the spatial component of a randomly switching process. In Section 5, we present the proof of Theorem 3.2, which leads to an actionintegral representation of the rate function. In Section 6, the large deviation results are applied to the stochastic processes from Definitions 2.4 and 2.5. We prove large deviations of the spatial components, and show that detailedbalance symmetry leads to a symmetric Hamiltonian. In Section 7, we give a discussion and conclusion, and in the Appendix, we recall the large-deviation Theorem of [FK06] that we apply in this note, reference to the literature about principal-eigenvalue problems, and give a motivation for the stochastic models in this note by means of molecular motors.
Main Results
In this section, we give an overview of our results, whose proofs are presented in the subsequent Sections 4 to 6.
The main aim of Section 3.1 is to formulate and explain a sufficient condition under which the spatial component X ε t of a Markov process with random switching (X ε t , I ε t ) from Definition 2.3 satsfies a large-deviation principle. This is summarized in Theorem 3.1.
In Section 3.2, we give by means of Theorem 3.2 a manageable and sufficient condition under which the rate function from Theorem 3.1 is of action-integral form.
In Section 3.3, we give the large-deviation theorems for the stochastic processes from Definitions 2.4 and 2.5, in the limit regimes (I) and (II). Further, we use the established large deviations to study the detailed-balance condition for the continuous model. By means of Theorems 3.8 and 3.9, we verify from the representation formulas of the principal eigenvalues H(p) that if detailed balance is satisfied, then H is symmetric. In particular, that implies a vanishing velocity v = DH(0) in the limit ε → 0. We shall comment on that in the end of Section 3.3.
Large-deviation principle for switching Markov processes
In this section, we state Theorem 3.1, which gives sufficient conditions for a large-deviation principle for the spatial component X ε t of switching Markov processes (X ε t , I ε t ) from Definition 2.3, in the setting described by Assumption 2.1. For proving large deviations of our processes, we follow the line of argument in [FK06] . There, the central starting point is the generator of a Markov process, and in particular the associated nonlinear generators. In the Appendix, we recall the required notions and Theorem 7.18 from [FK06] , which states that if the nonlinear generators converge in a suitable manner, and if their limiting operator gives rise to a Hamilton-Jacobi equation that satisfies a comparison principle, then the path-space large-deviation principle holds for the process. Theorem A.6 is an adaptation of Theorem 7.18 in a compact setting.
Before giving Theorem 3.1, we point out the following features of Example 2.6 that carry over to the general case of a switching Markov process.
(i) The limiting operator H of the nonlinear generators Hε is obtained by considering functions fε ∈ D(Hε) that are defined combining functions f = f (x) that depend only of the state variable x ∈ T with functions ϕ = ϕ(x/ε) that depend on the upscaled variables x/ε.
(ii) The state space of the macroscopic variables y = x/ε in Example 2.6 is given by E = T, with an embedding η ε : Eε → E of the set of microscopic variables Eε = T into the set of macroscopic variables E , defined as η ε (x) := x/ε.
(iii) By construction, the functions ϕ ∈ C 2 (E ) parametrize the images in the multivalued operator H that is given by a particular subset H ⊆ C(T) × C(T × E ).
(iv) The images H f,ϕ (x, y) depend on x only via derivatives of f , which we write as H f,ϕ (x, y) = Hϕ(∂xf (x), y).
In our context of a switching Markov process (X ε t , I ε t ) with generator Lε as given in (6), the according nonlinear generators Hε are defined as the maps
with domain D(Hε) := {f ∈ C(Eε) : e f (·)/ε ∈ D(Lε)}. Recall that the state space Eε of (X such that ιε(xε) → x as ε → 0, where ιε : E X ε → T d is a continuous embedding. In the following Theorem, the state spaces are related as follows:
In there, ηε : Eε → T d and η ε : Eε → E are continuous maps, where for (x, i) ∈ Eε, we define ηε(x, i) := ιε(x).
Theorem 3.1 (Large-deviation principle for switching processes). Let Eε = E X ε × {1, . . . , J} be a metric space satisfying Assumption 2.1, let (X ε t , I ε t ) be the Markov process from Definition 2.3 with generator Lε : D(Lε) ⊆ C(Eε) → C(Eε) from (6), and let Hε be the corresponding nonlinear transform of Lε defined in (10). Assume that Hε satisfies the following: (T1) (Convergence of nonlinear generators) There exists a multivalued operator
with a compact metric space E and a continuous map η ε : Eε → E such that Hε converges to H in the following sense:
(C3) For all ϕ parametrizing the images, we have a map Hϕ : R d × E → R such that for all f ∈ D(H) and any x ∈ T d , the images H f,ϕ of H are given by
(T2) (Principal eigenvalue) For every p ∈ R d , there exists a function ϕp ∈ C(E ) and a constant H(p) ∈ R such that Hϕ p (p, z ) = H(p) for all z ∈ E , that means such that Hϕ p (p, ·) becomes a constant function on E .
Suppose further that at initial time t = 0, {X ε (0)}ε>0 satisfies a large-deviation principle in T d with rate function
The proof of Theorem 3.1 is given in Section 4. The formula for the rate function is implicit and not insightful, which is why by Theorem 3.2 in Section 3.2, we give feasible conditions on H(p) under which the rate function admits an action-integral representation. As illustrated in Example 2.6, Condition (T2) usually corresponds to solving a principal-eigenvalue problem, with H(p) being uniquely determined as the principal eigenvalue.
Action-integral representation of the rate function
In this section, our main goal is to give a feasible and practical condition under which the implicitly defined rate function from Theorem 3.1, given by the formula from Theorem A.6, can be expressed as an integral over a Lagrangian function L(v), which we refer to as an action-integral representation. The principal eigenvalue H(p) from Theorem 3.1 plays a crucial role therein. The following Theorem is the essence of this section. Then the rate function I :
where
The proof of Theorem 3.2 is given in Section 5. For the rest of this section, we motivate the action-integral form of the rate function from an informal calculation.
(i) First, under the conditions of Theorem 3.1, the rate function I :
where the supremum is taken over all finite partitions 0 = t0 < t1 < · · · < t k < ∞, and for all time-steps ∆t > 0 and all points x1, x2 ∈ T d , the two-point rate functions I V ∆t (x2|x1) are given by
The maps V (t) :
form a nonlinear semigroup that is determined by means of the limiting Hamiltonian H from (T1), as
This formal expression is made rigorous in Theorem 6.13 in [FK06] , where the required resolvant (1 − τ H)
is defined via finding for every h ∈ C(T d ) and τ > 0 a unique viscosity solution u ∈ C(T d ) to the HamiltonJacobi equation (1 − τ H)u = h, and then setting (1 − τ H) −1 h := u. We shall recall definitions of viscosity solutions for equations of this type in Appendix A.
(ii) Under condition (T3) of Theorem 3.2, the semigroup V (t) is equal to the semigroup V(t) determined by the operator Hf (x) := H(∇f (x)), where again
is defined via finding unique viscosity solutions to the equation (1 − τ H)u = h. The equality V (t) = V(t) is a consequence of the fact that viscosity solutions of (1 − τ H)u = h are also viscosity solutions of the equation
(iii) A formal calculation suggests that H is also the generator of a Nisio semigroup associated to an optimal control problem, where the Legendre-Fenchel transform L(v) = sup p (v · p − H(p)) plays the role of a cost function in the Nisio semigroup VNS(t) defined by
Formally taking the time derivative and changing the supremum with the derivative indeed gives
The equalities VNS(t) = V(t) and V(t) = V (t) are made precise in Theorems 8.23 and 8.27 in [FK06] .
(iv) With the established equality VNS(t) = V (t), the two-point rate functions I V ∆t (x2|x1) are formally computed as
which is done rigorously in Theorem 8.14 in [FK06] . In (11), these two-point rate functions are summed up, and the supremum over all finite partitions equals the integral over the Lagrangian. This leads to an action-integral representation as in Theorem 3.2.
Large deviations in molecular-motor systems
In this section, we state Theorems 3.3 to 3.6, which correspond to large deviations of the stochastic processes from Definitions 2.4 and 2.5, and Theorems 3.8 and 3.9, which correspond to the connection of detailed balance and symmetry of H(p). The proofs of the Theorems are given in Section 6. (i) The matrix Rij = (sup y∈T d rij(y))ij is irreducible, meaning that there is no decomposition of {1, . . . , J} into two disjoint sets J1 and J2 such that Rij = 0 on T d whenever i ∈ J1 and j ∈ J2.
Suppose further that at time zero, the family of random variables {X ε (0)}ε>0 satisfies a large deviation principle in T d with rate function I0 :
. Then (T1), (T2) and (T3) of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 hold, and therefore the family of stochastic processes {X ε t | t≥0 }ε>0 satisfies a large deviation principle in
is the principal eigenvalue of an associated cell problem (19), and is given by
where the supremum is taken over points y ∈ T d and i ∈ {1, . . . , J}, and the infimum over J functions
The proof of Theorem 3.3 is given in Section 6.1. The example of the introduction from Theorem 1.1 corresponds to the case d = 1 and J = 2. Condition (i) in Theorem 3.3 is imposed in order to solve the principal-eigenvalue problem that we obtain, and is inspired by what Guido Sweers assumes in [Swe92] to solve a coupled system of elliptic PDE's.
Theorem 3.4 (Continuous model, limit II). Let (X ε t , I ε t ) be the Markov process from Definition 2.4, with γ(ε) → ∞ as ε → 0. Assume that the rates satisfy (i) from Theorem 3.3, and in addition the following:
(ii) For every y ∈ T d the jump process on {1, . . . , J} with jump rates rij(y) is positive recurrent and irreducible.
. Then (T1), (T2) and (T3) of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 hold, and therefore the family of stochastic processes {X ε t | t≥0 }ε>0 satisfies a large-deviation principle in C T d [0, ∞), with rate function
is the Legendre-Fenchel transform of the Hamiltonian H(p), which is the principal eigenvalue of an associated cell problem. The principal eigenvalue H(p) is given by
denotes the average drift with respect to the stationary measure µy, the supremum is taken over points y ∈ T d and the infimum over functions ϕ in
The proof of Theorem 3.4 is given in Section 6.1.
Theorem 3.5 (Discrete model, limit I). Let (X n t , I n t ) be the Markov process from Definition 2.5, with γ(n) = 1. Assume the following regularity conditions on the rates:
(ii) The matrix R = (sup k∈T ,1 rij(k))ij is fully coupled, i.e. there is no decomposition of {1, . . . , J} into disjoint sets J1 and J2 such that Rij = 0 whenever i ∈ J1 and j ∈ J2.
Suppose further that at time zero, {X n (0)} n∈N satisfies a large-deviation principle in T with rate function I0 : T → [0, ∞]. Then (T1), (T2) and (T3) of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 hold true, and the sequence of processes {X
is the Legendre-Fenchel transform of H given by
where the supremum is taken over points k ∈ T ,1 {0, 1, . . . , − 1}, i ∈ {1, . . . , J} in the discrete torus of length , and the infimum over J vectors w(
The proof of Theorem 3.5 is given in Section 6.2. In Theorem 3.5, as n tends to infinity, the discrete lattice T ,n covers the continuous torus T = R/( · Z). Similar to Theorem 3.3, the macroscopic evolution is characterized by L(ẋ(t)) = 0, whose solution is as well a path with constant velocity v = DH(0). Theorem 3.6 (Discrete model, limit II). Let (X n t , I n t ) be the Markov process from Definition 2.5, with γ(n) → ∞ as n → ∞. Assume that the jump rates satisfy (i) and (ii) from Theorem 3.5, and in addition the following:
(iii) For each k ∈ T ,1 {0, 1, . . . , − 1}, there exists a stationary measure µ k ∈ P({1, . . . , J}) for the jump process on {1, . . . , J} with jump rates rij(k).
Suppose further that at time zero, {X n (0)} n∈N satisfies a large deviation principle in T with rate function I0 : T → [0, ∞]. Then (T1), (T2) and (T3) of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 hold true, and the sequence of processes {X
denote the average jump rates with respect to the stationary measure µ k , the supremum is taken over points k ∈ T ,1 {0, 1, . . . , − 1}, and the infimum over vectors w ∈ R .
The proof of Theorem 3.6 is given in Section 6.2. Similar as in Theorem 3.4, for large values of γ, the jump process X n t is driven by the average jump rates that result from averaging over the stationary distribution of the faster process I n t .
With the large-deviation principles established, we can investigate the question which potentials and rates induce transport on macroscopic scales. To illustrate the question, we apply the above large-deviation Theorems to the following examples.
Example 3.7.
(1) (Constant drift) Consider the motion of a particle on a one-dimensional line under the influence of a constant exernal force F , that is let Y ε t be the solution to the stochastic differential equation on T given by
where F ∈ R is a constant. Then from Freidlin-Wentzell large deviations, it follows that
Following the analysis of Theorem 3.3 with J = 1, we know that Y ε t | t≥0 satisfies a large-deviation principle with a rate function of action-integral form, given by
where the Lagrangian L is the Legendre-Fenchel transform of the Hamiltonian H(p) given by
Writing out this Hamiltonian, we obtain that
where the inf sup-term vanishes by the same argument as carried out in the proof of Theorem 3.3 when verifying H(0) = 0. In particular, this means that the macroscopic velocity is given by the external force,
|F − v| 2 . Furthermore, we note that the Hamiltonian is symmetric around −F , that is H(p − F ) = H(−p − F ). This symmetry carries over to more general systems that satisfy detailed-balance, as wee see further below in Theorems 3.8 and 3.9.
(2) (Constant drift and periodic potential) Let Y ε t be the solution to
where F ∈ R is a constant drift and ψ ∈ C ∞ (T) a smooth periodic potential. Following Theorem 3.3, we obtain that Y ε t | t≥0 satisfies a large-deviation principle with rate function in action-integral form, and with Hamiltonian given by
Taking out the isolated p and F -terms, we obtain
The fact that H(p) is symmetric around −F follows from the same arguments as carried out in the proof of Theorem 3.8 below. Since H(0) = 0 and H(p) is strictly convex, this implies that if F > 0, then DH(0) > 0, and if F < 0, then DH(0) < 0. The same line of argument can be applied to molecular motor systems as considered in Theorem 3.3, under the detailed-balance condition.
The following results about the connection of the detailed-balance condition and transport are not new. However, the argument for why detailed balance is necessary for transport comes from a large-deviation perspective. for all x ∈ T d and i, j ∈ {1, . . . , J}.
Then H(p) = H(−p), where H(p) is the Hamiltonian from Theorem 3.3.
Theorem 3.9 (Separation of time scales implies a symmetric Hamiltonian). Let the stochastic process (X In both situations described by the conditions in Theorems 3.8 and 3.9, the macroscopic velocity given by v = DH(0) vanishes due to the symmetry of the Hamiltonians. Since the proofs of Theorems 3.8 and 3.9 are solely based on a suitable formula for H(p), we give them here. The formulas of H(p) are proven in Section 6.3.
Proof of Theorem 3.8. If detailed balance holds, then by Proposition 6.5, the principal eigenvalue H(p) is given by
where P ⊂ P(E ) is a subset of probability measures on E = T d × {1, . . . , J} specified in Proposition 6.5, R(µ) is the relative Fisher information specified in Proposition 6.5, and Kp(µ) is given by
where πij(x) = rij(x)e −2ψ
i (x) is symmetric, that is πij ≡ πji, the infimum is taken over vectors of functions
, and dµ i (x) = µ i (x)dx. For any µ ∈ P, the infimum in Kp(µ) remains invariant under the bijective transformation φ → (−φ) on C 2 (T d × {1, . . . , J}). Since cosh(·) is symmetric, the sum in which the cosh(·) terms appear is invariant under transforming as φ → (−φ), in the sense that for
we have C(φ) = C(−φ). This implies that Kp(µ) = K−p(µ), and in particular that H(p) = H(−p).
Proof of Theorem 3.9. Under the detailed-balance condition, by Proposition 6.6, the principal eigenvalue H(p) is given by
is a subset of the probability measures on T d specified in Proposition 6.6. The bijective transformation ϕ → (−ϕ) leaves the infimum invariant, which leads to Kp(µ) = K−p(µ), and in particular implies
These results allow for studying the behaviour of molecular motors under external forces.
Then the spatial component X ε t | t≥0 satisfies a large-deviation principle in path-space with rate function of actionintegral form, and with Hamiltonian given by
Following the analysis of Theorem 3.8, we find that if detailed-balance holds, then the Hamiltonian is symmetric around −F . Since H(0) = 0 and H(p) is strictly convex, this means that under the detailed balance condition, F > 0 implies DH(0) > 0, and F < 0 implies DH(0) < 0.
4 Large-deviation principle for switching Markov processes-Proof of Theorem 3.1
In this section, we prove Theorem 3.1 by verifying the conditions of the general large-deviation Theorem 7.18 of [FK06] , which reduces path-wise large deviations to the comparison principle of an Hamilton-Jacobi equation. In Appendix A, we recall the notion of viscosity solutions, and the result of Feng and Kurtz in Theorem A.6.
By Propositions 4.1 and 4.2 below, the conditions of Theorem 7.18 in [FK06] , or Theorem A.6 respectively, are satisfied. The rest of the section below the proof of Theorem 3.1 is devoted to proving Propositions 4.1 and 4.2.
be a multivalued operator satisfying (T1). Then condition (i) of Theorem A.6 holds true, and H satisfies the convergence condition (ii) of Theorem A.6.
be a multivalued operator satisfying conditions (T1) and (T2). Then for all τ > 0 and h ∈ C(T d ), the comparison principle holds for viscosity sub-and supersolutions of (1 − τ H)u = h.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. The assumptions of the general large-deviation Theorem A.6 are met. By Proposition 4.1, conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem A.6 hold, with the single operator H = H † = H ‡ . Furthermore, by Proposition 4.2, the comparison principle is satisfied for (1 − τ H)u = h, and in particular, condition (iii) of Theorem A.6 holds, again with a single operator H = H † = H ‡ .
We now turn to proving Propositions 4.1 and 4.2.
Proof of Proposition 4.1. Recall that with Eε = E X ε × {1, . . . , J} and ιε : E X ε → T d from Assumption 2.1, the state spaces are related as in the following diagram, in which ηε : Eε → T d is defined by ηε(x, i) = ιε(x) and η ε : Eε → E is a continuous map,
In the notation of Theorem A.6, we have E = T d . For verifying the general condition (i) of Theorem A.6 on the approximating state spaces A q ε , we take the singleton Q = {q} and set A q ε := Eε. Then part (a) holds, and part (b) is a consequence of Assumption 2.1 on Eε, which says that for any x ∈ T d , there exist xε ∈ E X ε such that ιε(xε) → x. Part (c) follows by taking the compact sets K We verify the convergence Condition (ii) of Theorem A.6. By convergence Assumption (T1), part (C2), there exist fε ∈ D(Hε) such that
With these fε, both conditions (a) and (b) are simultaneously satisfied for the operator H = H † = H ‡ . In particular, by (C1), it is guaranteed that for any point (x, z ) ∈ T d × E there exist yε ∈ Eε such that both ηε(yε) → x and η ε (yε) → z . The fact that
is a consequence of the uniform-convergence Condition (C2) and compactness of Eε.
For proving Proposition 4.2, we use the following operators that are derived from a multivalued limit H.
Definition 4.3 (H1 and H2). Let
be a multivalued operator from Theorem 3.1, whose images are parametrized by some set of functions ϕ ∈ C(E ). Then define the operators H1 and H2 with equal domains D(H1) = D(H2) := D(H) as maps given by
and
Since H is local in the sense that the images are of the form H f,ϕ (x, z ) = Hϕ(∇f (x), z ), the operators H1 and H2 are also of the form H1f (x) = H1(∇f (x)) and H2f (x) = H2(∇f (x)), with two maps H1, H2 :
The fact that H1 and H2 are well-defined follows from the the existence of sub-and supersolutions of (1−τ H)u = h, which becomes clear from the proof of Lemma 4.5. We prove Proposition 4.2 with the help of the following Lemmata, where the definitions of viscosity solutions are given in Definitions A.3 and A.4.
Lemma 4.4 (Local operators admit strong solutions). Let
be a multivalued limit operator satisfying (T1) from Theorem 3.1. Then for any τ > 0 and h ∈ C(T d ), viscosity solutions of (1 − τ H)u = h are equivalent to strong viscosity solutions, in the sense of Definition A.4.
Lemma 4.5 (H1 and H2 are viscosity extensions). For all h ∈ C(T d ) and τ > 0, strong viscosity subsolutions u1 of (1 − τ H)u = h are strong viscosity subsolutions of (1 − τ H1)u = h, and strong viscosity supersolutions u2 of (1 − τ H)u = h are strong viscosity supersolutions of (1 − τ H2)u = h. Lemma 4.6 (H1 and H2 are ordered). Let H be a multivalued operator satisfying (T1) and (T2) from Theorem 3.1. Then the operators H1 and H2 from Definition 4.3 satisfy
Proof of Proposition 4.2. Let u1 ∈ BUSC(T d ) be a subsolution and u2 ∈ BLSC(T d ) be a supersolution of the equation (1 − τ H)u = h. Then by Lemma 4.4, u1 is a strong subsolution and u2 a strong supersolution of (1 − τ H)u = h, respectively. By Lemma 4.5, u1 is a strong subsolution of (1 − τ H1)u = h, and u2 is a strong supersolution of H2.
With that, we establish below the inequality
with some x δ , x δ ∈ T d such that dist(x δ , x δ ) → 0 as δ → 0, and certain p δ ∈ R d . Then using that h ∈ C(T d ) is uniformly continuous on T d , by compactness of T d , and that H1(p δ ) ≤ H2(p δ ) by Lemma 4.6, we can further estimate as max
We are left with proving (13). The line of argument is similar to the classical ideas that can be found for instance in [BCD08] and [CIL92] . Define Φ δ :
with a smooth distance-like function Ψ(x, x ) ≥ 0 on T d × T d , in the sense that positive definiteness holds. We can take a periodic modification of the Euclidian distance on R d :
Then Ψ ≥ 0, and Ψ(x, x ) = 0 holds if and only if x = x . In particular, Ψ(x, x ) chosen as in (14) is smooth in both variables and satisfies
By boundedness and upper semicontinuity of u1 and (−u2), and compactness of
When δ is small, maximising points x δ and x δ approach each other, since the negative term coming from Ψ(x δ , x δ )/2δ tends to minus infinity if Ψ(x δ , x δ ) stays away from zero, and since both u1 and u2 are bounded. Indeed, by observing that Φ δ (x δ , x δ ) ≤ Φ(x δ , x δ ), and by boundedness of u2, we obtain
and hence Ψ(x δ , x δ ) → 0 as δ → 0. In our context, this is the only property we need.
In order to use the sub-and supersolution properties of u1 and u2, introduce the smooth test functions f
are both in the domain of H, and hence in the domain of H1 and H2, respectively. Further, (u1 − f1) has a maximum at x = x δ , and (f2 − u2) has a maximum at x = x δ , by definition of (x δ , x δ ) and Φ δ . Since u1 is a strong subsolution of (1 − τ H1)u = h,
and since u2 is a strong supersolution of (1 − τ H2)u = h,
Thereby, we can estimate max(u1 − u2) as
, which establishes (13), and thereby finishes the proof.
The rest of the section, we prove Lemma's 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6. Regarding Lemma 4.4, a proof for single valued operators can be found in [FK06] , Lemma 9.9. The content of Lemma 4.5 is implicitly used in Chapter 11 in [FK06] , but we make the proof explicit here.
Proof of Lemma 4.4. Let τ > 0, h ∈ C(T d ). We verify that subsolutions are strong subsolutions.
By
By the subsolution property of u1, there exists at least one element (x, z ) ∈ T d × E such that also the subsolution inequality holds. Since x is the only point maximising u1 − (f +f ), the subsolution inequality holds for the function (f +f ), the point x ∈ T d and a point z ∈ E :
As ∇f (x) = 0 and H is local by (T1), part (C3), i.e. depends only on gradients, we obtain
and consequently
Thus u1 is indeed a strong subsolution. The argument is similar for the supersolution case, where one can use (−f ).
Vice versa, when given a strong sub-or supersolution u1 or u2, for every f ∈ D(H), (u1 − f ) and (f − u2) attain their suprema at some x1, x2 ∈ T d due to the continuity assumptions on the domain of H, the half continuity properties of u1 and u2, and compactness of T d . By the strong solution properties, the sub-and supersolution inequalities follow.
Proof of Lemma 4.5. Let u1 ∈ BUSC(T d ) be a strong subsolution of (1 − τ H)u = h, that is for any (f, H f,ϕ ) ∈H,
As for all ϕ there exists some z ∈ E such that the above viscosity inequality holds, we obtain that for all ϕ
Note that the point x ∈ T d is independent of ϕ, and as the inequality holds for all ϕ, it holds for the infimum over all ϕ. Thus we obtain
The argument is similar for supersolutions.
Proof of Lemma 4.6. By (C3) and (T2) of Theorem 3.1, for any f ∈ D(H) and x ∈ T d , we have that for some ϕ = ϕ ∇f (x) ∈ C(E ) that Hϕ(∇f (x), z ) = H(∇f (x)) holds for all z ∈ E . Equivalently, for every p ∈ R d there exists a ϕp ∈ C(E ) such that for all z ∈ E ,
Thus sup
Note that H1f = H1(∇f ) and H2f = H2(∇f ) are local. Then by taking the infimum and supremum over the functions ϕ that parametrize the images of H, we obtain for all p ∈ R d that
Hence H1f (x) = H1(∇f (x)) ≤ H2(∇f (x)) = H2f (x) for all f ∈ D(H) and all x ∈ T d .
5
In this section, we prove Theorem 3.2 by means of Proposition 5.1 below. After the proof of Theorem 3.2, the rest of the section is devoted to proving Proposition 5.1.
) is a suitable operator) Let H be a limit operator from Theorem 3.1 whose domain satisfies (ii) For all τ > 0 and h ∈ C(T d ), the comparison principle holds for (1 − τ H)u = h.
(iii) For all τ > 0 and h ∈ C(T d ), viscosity solutions of (1−τ H)u = h are also viscosity solutions of (1−τ H)u = h.
where the resolvant (1 − τ H) −1 is defined by means of unique viscosity solutions to the equation (1 − τ H)u = h, and the limit is made precise in Theorem 6.13, (d), of [FK06] . Furthermore, let VNS(t) :
where AC T d [0, ∞) denotes the set of absolutely continuous paths in the torus. In Definition 8.1 and Equation 8.10 in [FK06] , relaxed controls are considered in order to cover a general class of possible cost functions. Since the Legendre-Fenchel transform L(v) is convex, it follows that VNS(t) equals the semigroup given in 8.10 of [FK06] by using that λs = δẋ (s) is an admissible control, and by applying Jensen's inequality, an argument that is given for example in Theorem 10.22 in [FK06] . Below we prove that V (t) = VNS(t); by Theorem 8.14 in [FK06] , if
, then the rate function from Theorem 3.1 satisfies the control representation 8.18 of [FK06] . Again by applying Jensen's inequality, it follows that I(x) = I0(x(0)) + ∞ 0 L(ẋ(t))dt, which is the desired action-integral representation of Theorem 3.2.
It remains to prove that V (t) = VNS(t). By (i) and (ii) of Proposition 5.1, the Conditions of Theorem 8.27 of [FK06] are satisfied, so that we have VNS(t) = V(t), where V(t) is generated by means of unique viscosity solutions to (1 − τ H)u = h in the sense of Theorem 8.27, that is
Finally, part (iii) of Proposition 5.1 implies by Corrolary 8.29 of [FK06] that V (t) = V(t).
In the rest of this section, we prove Proposition 5.1.
Proof of (i) in Proposition 5.1. We first show that the following conditions imply Conditions 8.9, 8.10 and 8.11 of [FK06] , which are formulated in order to cover a more general and non-compact setting.
(ii) For all f ∈ D(H) there exists a right continuous, nondecreasing function
(iii) For each x0 ∈ E and every f ∈ D(H), there exists an absolutely continuous path
Then regarding Condition 8.9 of [FK06] , the operator Af (x, v) := ∇f (x)·v on the domain D(A) = D(H) satisfies (1). For (2), we can take Γ = T d × R d , and for x0 ∈ T d , take the pair (x, λ) with x(t) = x0 and λ(dv × dt) = δ0(dv) × dt. Part (3) is a consequence of (i) from above. Part (4) follows since T d is compact. Part (5) is implied by (ii) from above. Condition 8.10 is implied by Condition 8.11 and the fact that H1 = 0, see Remark 8.12 (e) in [FK06] . Finally, Condition 8.11 is implied by (iii) above, with the control λ(dv × dt) = δẋ (t) (dv) × dt.
We turn to verifying (i), (ii) and (iii)
where C1 exists due to continuity of H. Then for R := C + C1, {v : L(v) ≤ C} ⊆ {v : |v| ≤ R}, thus {L ≤ C} is a bounded subset in R d .
A proof of (ii) is given in Lemma 10.21 in [FK06] . We finish the proof by verifying (iii). This is shown for instance in Lemma 3.2.3 in [Kra16] under the assumption of continuous differentiability of H(p), by solving a differential equation with a globally bounded vectorfield. Here, we verify (iii) under the milder assumption of convexity of H(p) by solving a suitable subdifferential equation. For p0 ∈ R d , define the subdifferential ∂H(p0) at p0 as the set
We shall solve for any f ∈ C 1 (T d ) the subdifferential equationẋ ∈ ∂H(∇f (x)), that means we show that for any initial condition x0 ∈ T d , there exists an absolutely continuous path x : [0, ∞) → T d such that x(0) = x0 anḋ x(t) ∈ ∂H(∇f (x(t))) almost everywhere on [0, ∞). Then (16) follows by noting that H(∇f (y)) ≥ ∇f (y) · v − L(v) for all y ∈ T d and v ∈ R d , by convex duality. In particular, H(∇f (x(s))) ≥ ∇f (x(s))·ẋ(s)−L(ẋ(s)), and integrating gives one inequality in (16). Regarding the other inequality, sinceẋ ∈ ∂H(∇f (x)), we know that for almost every t ∈ [0, ∞) and for all p ∈ R d , we have H(p) ≥ H(∇f (x(t))) +ẋ(t) · (p − ∇f (x(t))). Therefore, a.e. on [0, ∞),
and integrating gives the other inequality.
For solving the subdifferential equation, define F :
, where the function f ∈ C 1 (T d ) is regarded as a periodic function on R d . We apply Lemma 5.1 in [Dei11] for solvingẋ ∈ F (x). The conditions of Lemma 5.1 in the case of R d are satisfied if the following holds: sup x∈R d F (x) sup is finite, for all x ∈ R d , the set F (x) is non-empty, closed and convex, and the map x → F (x) is upper semicontinuous.
. By continuous differentiability and periodicity of f , and continuity of H, the right-hand side is bounded in x, and we obtain
For any x ∈ R d , the set F (x) is non-empty, since by [Roc66] , the subdifferential of a proper convex function H(·) is nonempty at points where H(·) is finite and continuous. Furtherore, F (x) is convex and closed, which follows from the properties of a subdifferential set.
Regarding upper semicontinuity, recall the definition from [Dei11] : the map F :
That means for all n ∈ N that the sets ∂H(∇f (xn))∩A are non-empty, and consequently, there exists a sequence ξn ∈ F (xn) ∩ A. Since the set F (y) ∩ A is uniformly bounded in y ∈ R d , as proven above, and F (y) and A are both closed, F (y) ∩ A is compact. Hence there exists a convergent subsequence ξn k of ξn, which we denote as well by ξn. By definition of F (xn), for all p ∈ R d , ξn(p − ∇f (xn)) ≤ H(p) − H(∇f (xn)), and passing to the limit, writing ξ = lim ξn, we obtain that for all p ∈ R d ,
This implies by definition that ξ ∈ ∂H(∇f (x)). Since ξn ∈ A and A is closed, also ξ ∈ A. Hence x ∈ F −1 (A), and
Proof of (ii) in Proposition 5.1. The comparison principle for the operator Hf = H(∇f ) follows from the same standard line of argument as given in [CIL92] . For subsolutions u1 and supersolutions u2 of (1 − τ H)u = h, we obtain the estimate max(u1
, with suitable test functions f1, f2 ∈ D(H) that satisfy ∇f1(x δ ) = ∇f2(x δ ), and dist(x δ , x δ ) → 0 as δ → 0. Then H (∇f1(x δ ))−H (∇f2(x δ )) = 0, and max(u1 − u2) ≤ 0 follows by taking the limit δ → 0.
Proof of (iii) in Proposition 5.1. Let u ∈ C(T d ) be a viscosity solution of (1 − τ H)u = h. By Lemma's 4.4 and 4.5, u is a strong viscosity subsolution of (1 − τ H1)u = h and a strong viscosity supersolution of (1 − τ H2)u = h. As in the proof of Lemma 4.6, we have H1 ≤ H ≤ H2, which in particular implies the inequalities −H1 ≥ −H ≥ −H2. With that, we find that u is both a strong viscosity sub-and supersolution of (1 − τ H)u = h.
Large deviations in molecular motor systems
In this section, we prove the Theorems from Section 3.3 about the continuous and discrete models from Definitions 2.4 and 2.5, which are motivated by molecular-motor systems. In Sections 6.1 and 6.2, we prove the large-deviation Theorems 3.3, 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6. In Section 6.3, we give the proofs of how detailed balance leads to a symmetric Hamiltonian H(p).
The continuous mechano-chemical coupling model
In this section, we consider the stochastic process (X ε t , I ε t ) from Defintion 2.4 and prove the large-deviation Theorems 3.3 and 3.4. The generator Lε of (X ε t , I ε t ) defined in (7) is given by
with state space
. Theorem 3.3 corresponds to the limit regime defined by (I) γ(ε) = 1, and Theorem 3.4 corresponds to (II) γ(ε) → ∞ as ε → 0. For both limit regimes, we verify (T1), (T2) and (T3) from the large-deviation Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, which start from the nonlinear generators Hε from (10), that is Hεf = εe −f /ε Lεe f (·)/ε . For Lε as given above, Hε is given by
where we use the notation f (x, i) = f i (x).
Proof of Theorem 3.3
We prove Theorem 3.3 by verifying verifying Conditions (T1), (T2) and (T3) of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2.
Verification of (T1) of Theorem 3.1. We search for a multivalued operator
with a metric space E such that Hε converges to H in the sense of (T1). The way to obtain H follows the same idea as outlined in Example 2.6. Choosing functions fε(x, i) of the form
we obtain, with Hε from (17),
where ∇y and ∆y denote the gradient and Laplacian with respect to the variable y = x/ε. The only term of order ε that remains is ε ∆f (x)/2. This suggests to take the remainder terms as the definition of the multivalued operator H. In the notation of Theorem 3.1, we choose E = T d × {1, . . . , J} as the state space of the macroscopic variables, and define the multivalued operator
In H, the image functions H f,ϕ :
where we again write ϕ = (ϕ 1 , . . . , ϕ J ) via the identification
Recall that ηε(x, i) := x are projections ηε : Eε → T d , and define the maps η ε : Eε → E by η ε (x, i) := (x/ε, i).
We verify (T1), that means (C1), (C2) and (C3). For (C1), for any (x, y, i) ∈ T d × E , we search for elements (yε, iε) ∈ T d × {1, . . . , J} such that both ηε(yε, iε) → x and η ε (yε, iε) → (y, i) as ε → 0. The point yε := x + ε(y − x) satisfies yε → x and yε/ε = y, since x/ε = x in T d . Therefore, (C1) holds with yε = x + ε(y − x) and iε = i. Regarding (C2), let (f, H f,ϕ ) ∈ H. Then the function fε(x, i) := f (x) + ε ϕ (x/ε, i) satisfies
Condition (C3), the fact that the images H f,ϕ depend on x only via the gradients of f , can be recognized in (18).
Verification of (T2) of Theorem 3.1. Let f be a function in D(H)
. . , J} and some constant H(∇f (x)) ∈ R, we have Hϕ(∇f (x), y, i) = H(∇f (x)).
For the flat torus E = T d , this means that for fixed ∇f (x) = p ∈ R d , we search for a vector function ϕp such that Hϕ p (p, y, i) = H(p) becomes independent of the variables (y, i) ∈ E . In brief, we find ϕ by solving a principal eigenvalue problem as Sweers does in [Swe92] . In the following Lemma, part (c) gives (T2).
Lemma 6.1. Let E = T d × {1, . . . , J} and H be the limit operator from (18). Then:
(a) For f ∈ D(H), the limiting images Hϕ(∇f (x), y, i) are of the form
with p = ∇f (x) ∈ R d , and operators Bp, Vp, R :
. . , J, and an eigenvalue H(p) ∈ R such that
(c) By (a) and (b), with ϕp := log gp, we obtain
Remark. The form of the limiting images Hϕ is suggested by the form of the nonlinear generators Hε. In the limit operator H, Bp is a second-order elliptic differential operator, Vp a multiplication operator, and R couples the components. and a coupling matrix R with entries Rij = rij (i = j) and Rii = − j =i rij on the diagonal, given by
find a strictly positive vector-function gp > 0 such that [Dp + R] gp = H(p)gp. In matrix notation,
In [Swe92] , Guido Sweers showed how to obtain the principal eigenvalue H(p) for such kind of coupled systems that are of the form [−DP − R], in matrix form
. . Verification of (T3) of Theorem 3.2. We prove that the principal eigenvalue H(p) of Lemma 6.1 is convex in p ∈ R d , and satisfies H(0) = 0 and H(p) → ∞ as |p| → ∞. To that end, we use an explicit variational representation formula for the principal eigenvalue. By Proposition B.7, the eigenvalue H(p) = −λ(p) admits the representation
The map F is given by
and hence is jointly convex in p and ϕ. For the eigenfunction ϕ = ϕp, equality holds in the sense that for any z ∈ E , we have H(p) = F (p, ϕp)(z). Therefore, we obtain for τ ∈ [0, 1] and any p1, p2 ∈ R d with corresponding eigenfunctions g1 = e ϕ 1 and g2 = e ϕ 2 that
Regarding the claim H(0) = 0, we choose the constant function ϕ = (1, . . . , 1) in the variational representation H(p) = infϕ sup z ∈E F (p, ϕ)(z ). Thereby, we obtain the estimate H(0) ≤ 0. For the opposite inequality, we show that for any ϕ ∈ C 2 (E )
; the continuous function ϕ on the compact set E admits a global minimum zm = (ym, im) ∈ E . Thereby, noting that V0 ≡ 0,
Finally, regarding coercivity of H(p), we isolate the p 2 term in Vp, to obtain
Now we follow the same argument as above: any ϕ ∈ C 2 (E ) admits a minimum (ym, im) on E , and with the thereby obtained uniform lower bound λ(ϕ) ≥ −p · ∇ψ im (ym) ≥ inf E (−p · ∇ψ), it follows that
This finishes the verification of (T3), and thereby the proof of Theorem 3.3.
Proof of Theorem 3.4
In this section, we consider the process (X ε t , I ε t ) from Definition 2.4 in the limit regime γ(ε) → ∞ as ε → 0. As above in the proof of Theorem 3.3, we start with the nonlinear generator Hε from (17), and verify Conditions (T1), (T2) and (T3) of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2.
Verification of (T1) of Theorem 3.1. As before, we search for a state space E and a multivalued operator
such that the nonlinear generators from equation (17) converge to H in the sense of (T1). We can not make the same Ansatz as in the proof of Theorem 3.3, since the reaction terms with γ(ε) diverge whenever the exponent remains of order one. The processes run at different scales: of order 1 via the variable x, of order 1/ε via (x/ε), and of order γ(ε)/ε 1/ε in the variable i. Instead, we choose functions fε(x, i) of the form
We abbreviate in the following y = x/ε. Then computing Hεfε results in
Note that the 1/γ terms vanish as γ → ∞. Taylor-expanding the exponential term, we note that
Therefore, we choose again E := T d × {1, . . . , J} as the state space of the macroscopic variables, and use the following limit operator H.
with functions ϕ and ξ in the sets ϕ ∈ C 2 (T d ) and
Then H satisfies (T1), which is shown by the same line of argument as above in the proof of Theorem 3.3, with the same maps ηε and η ε as there.
Verification of (T2) of Theorem 3.1. For any p ∈ R d , we establish the existence of functions ϕp ∈ C 2 (T d ) and
To that end, we find a constant H(p) ∈ R and ϕp and ξp such that for all (y, i) ∈ E , we have
As before in the proof of Theorem 3.3, we reduce the problem to finding a principal eigenvalue. In the following Lemma, part (d) gives (T2).
(a) For f ∈ D(H), the images H ϕ,ξ are given bỹ
(b) For any ϕ and y ∈ T d , there exists a function ξ(y, ·) on {1, . . . , J} such that ξ ∈ C 2 (E ) and
, for all i = 1, . . . J,
is the average drift with respect to the stationary measure µy ∈ P({1, . . . , J}) of the jump process on {1, . . . , J} with jump rates rij(y). Proof of Lemma 6.2. Regarding (a), writing ξ(y, i) = ξy(i) and p = ∇f (x) ∈ R d , for all (y, i) ∈ E we have
, with a generator Ry of a jump process on {1, . . . , J} with jump rates (rij(y)) i,j∈{1,...,J} .
For (b), let ϕ ∈ C 2 (T d ) and y ∈ T d . We wish to find a ξy(·) = ξ(y, ·) ∈ C({1, . . . , J}) such that
becomes constant in i = 1, . . . , J. By the Fredholm alternative, for any h ∈ C({1, . . . , J}), the equation Ryξy = h has a solution ξy(·) ∈ C({1, . . . , J}) if and only if h ⊥ ker(R * y ). Since Ry is the generator of a jump process on the finite discrete set {1, . . . , J} with rates rij(y), the null space ker(R * y ) is one-dimensional and spanned by the unique stationary measure µy ∈ P({1, . . . , J}), which exists due to Assumption (ii) of Theorem 3.4. For a proof of that, we refer to Theorem 17.51 in [Kle13] . Consequently, e −ϕ [Bp,i + Vp,i] e ϕ + Ryξy(i) = h(p, y) is independent of i ∈ {1, . . . , J} if and only if
This solvability condition leads to
Thus for h(p, y) := e −ϕ(y) [Bp + Vp] e ϕ(y) , there exists a solution ξ(y, i) to Ryξ(y, ·) = h. Furthermore, since the stationary measure is an eigenvector of a one-dimensional eigenspace, and the rates rij(·) are smooth by assumption, the eigenfunctions ξy depend smoothly on y as well, and (b) follows. Verification of (T3) of Theorem 3.2. As in the proof of Theorem 3.3, the principal eigenvalue H(p) is of the form
with F jointly convex in p and ϕ. Convexity of H(p) follows analogously. Also the fact that H(0) = 0, and coercivity of H(p), follow with the same line of argument as in the proof given there.
The discrete mechano-chemical coupling model
In this section, we prove the large-deviation Theorems 3.5 and 3.6 of the stochastic process (X n t , I n t ) from Defintion 2.5. Its generator Ln defined in (8) is given by
where the state space is En = T ,n × {1, . . . , J} = {(x, i)}, and T ,n is the discrete one-dimensional torus with lattice spacing 1/n and of length . Theorem 3.5 corresponds to γ(n) = 1, and Theorem 3.6 corresponds to the limit regime γ(n) → ∞. As in the continuous case, for both limit regimes we verify (T1), (T2) and (T3) from the large-deviation Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, which start from the nonlinear generators Hn from (10), Hnf = n −nf Lne nf , given by
6.2.1 Proof of Theorem 3.5
We prove Theorem 3.5 by verifying conditions (T1), (T2) and (T3) from Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. Theorem 3.5 corresponds to the limit regime γ(n) = 1 in (22).
Verification of (T1) of Theorem 3.1. As in the proofs of Theorems 3.3 and 3.4, we search for a state space E and a multivalued limit operator H ⊆ C(T ) × C(T × E ), where T = R/( Z). When choosing functions of the form fn(x, i) = f (x) + 1 n ϕ(nx, i), where (x, i) ∈ T ,n × {1, . . . , J} and ϕ(·, i) ∈ C -per (Z) C(T ,1 ) are -periodic functions, we obtain
Then Hnfn depends on the variables x ∈ T ,n , nx ∈ T ,1 and i ∈ {1, . . . , J}. Therefore, as the state space for the macroscopic variables, we choose E = T ,1 × {1, . . . , J} and define the multivalued operator H as the set
with image functions H f,ϕ : T × E → R defined as
Then with the embedding η n : En → E , (x, i) → η n (x, i) := (nx, i), and the projection ηn(
Then we obtain that fn → f uniformly in (x, i) ∈ En with respect to ηn, using that sup E ϕ < ∞. Regarding the images, note that sup
which converges to zero as n goes to infinity, since sup E ϕ < ∞, and we have uniformly bounded jump rates r i ± . Furthermore, the images depend on x only via the derivatives of f : H f,ϕ (x, y, i) = Hϕ(∂xf (x), y, i). Hence (C3) is satisfied, and this finishes the verification of (T1).
Verification of (T2) of Theorem 3.1. For p ∈ R, we want to find a function ϕp such that the images Hϕ(p, y, i) become constant in (y, i). As in the continuous case, this can be achieved by solving a principal eigenvalue problem. In the discrete case, instead of elliptic partial differential equations, we encounter principal eigenvalues of an irreducible M-matrix. In the following Lemma, part (c) implies (T2).
Lemma 6.3. Let E = T ,1 × {1, . . . , J} and H ⊆ C 1 (T ) × C(T × E ) be the multivalued operator from (23), and let p ∈ R. Then:
, the images Hϕ(p, y, i) are of the form
where 
. . , J and y = 0, . . . , − 1, and an eigenvalue H(p) ∈ R such that
(c) By (a) and (b), choosing ϕ(y, i) := log g(y, i), we obtain Hϕ(p, y, i)
Proof
where each g i is a vector, g i = g i (0), . . . , g i ( − 1) ∈ R , and the square matrices B i p ∈ R × are similar to a discretized Laplacian with periodic boundaries, given by 
while the remaining block matrices in R mix the different component vectors g i and g j . Note that all off-diagonal terms in Bp+R are non-negative, and that by Assumption (ii) from Theorem 3.5 on R, the off-diagonal elements form an irreducible matrix. Therefore, Mp := (−Bp) − R is an irreducible M-matrix, and by Proposition B.5, it admits a principal eigenvalue λ(p) with strictly positive eigenvector gp = g 1 , . . . , g Verification of (T3) of Theorem 3.2. As in the proofs of the continuous models, we can use the variational representation of the principal eigenvalue H(p) = −λ(p), which by Proposition B.5 is given by
The eigenvalue is of the form
with F (p, ϕ) jointly convex in p and ϕ. Convexity of H(p) follows as demonstrated in further above the proof of Theorem 3.3. The remaining properties, H(0) = 0 and coercivity of H(p), follow from the same line of argument as in the proof of Theorem 3.3. Choosing the constant vector ϕ = (1, . . . , 1) in the variational representation, we obtain H(0) ≤ 0. Conversely, any ϕ admits a global minimum (ym, im), implying the estimate sup y,i F (0, ϕ)(ym, im) ≥ 0 for any ϕ, and hence H(0) ≥ 0.
Furthermore, the estimates H(p) ≥ C1e p − C2 and H(p) ≥ C3e −p − C4 with positive constants C1 and C2 follow from the same consideration of the global minimum in (x, i) for given ϕ. Here we use condition (i) from Theorem 3.5, the global lower-boundedness conditions on the rates r 
Proof of Theorem 3.6
In (22), we consider the limit regime γ(n) → ∞ as n tends to infinity. As in the proofs above, we start with the nonlinear generators Hn from (22), and verify (T1), (T2) and (T3) from Theorems 3.1 and 3.2.
Verification of (T1) of Theorem 3.1. As before, we search for a metric space E and a multivalued limit operator H ⊆ C(T ) × C(T × E ). Choosing functions of the form fn(x, i) = f (x) + 1 n ϕ(nx) + 1 nγ(n) ξ(nx, i), with ϕ and ξ(·, i) in C(T ,1 ), we obtain
Therefore, we take E := T ,1 × {1, . . . , J}, and find the multivalued limit operator
ξ(nx, i). Then fn → f uniformly in (x, i) with respect to ηn, and for the images, note that sup
Expanding the exponential terms in Hnfn and using the same uniform bounds lead to the claimed convergence. Finally, (C3) is satisfied, since the images (24) depend on x only via derivatives of f .
Verification of (T2) of Theorem 3.1. For any p ∈ R, we wish to obtain functions ϕ ∈ C(T ,1 ) and ξ ∈ C(E ) such that the images H ϕ,ξ (p, y, i) are constant in (y, i). Similarly to the proof of Theorem 3.4, we reduce that to a principal-eigenvalue problem. In the following Lemma, (d) implies (T2) of Theorem 3.1.
Lemma 6.4. Let E = T ,1 × {1, . . . , J}, p ∈ R, and let H ⊆ C 1 (T ) × C(T × E ) be the multivalued operator from (24). Then:
(a) Writing g(y) := e ϕ(y) , the images H ϕ,ξ (p, y, i) are of the form
where B 
Proof of Lemma 6.4. Part (a) follows from rewriting the images in terms of g(y) = log ϕ(y). For part (b), the argument is similar to the one given in the proof of Theorem 3.4. By the Fredholm alternative, for every y ∈ T ,1 {0, . . . , − 1}, the equation
has a solution ξ(y, ·) ∈ C({1, . . . , J}) if and only if for the stationary measure µy ∈ P({1, . . . , J}) satisfying R * µy = 0, we have
where the pairing corresponds to a sum over the i ∈ {1, . . . , J}. Writing out that condition leads exactly to the average operator Bp as given in (b).
For part (c), we note that Bpgp = H(p)gp is a matrix eigenvalue problem. The matrix Bp ∈ R × has nonzero entries similar to a discretized Laplacian with periodic boundaries:
r+ (0) 
By the positivity assumptions on the rates r i ± in Definition 2.5, the average rates r± are positive. That implies that the corresponding graph on {1, . . . , J} is fully connected. Thereby, Mp := −Bp is an irreducible M -matrix, so that by Proposition B.5, there exists a strictly positive eigenvector gp > 0 and a principal eigenvalue λ(p) ∈ R such that Mpgp = λ(p)gp. That implies Bpgp = H(p)gp with the same eigenvector gp and principal eigenvalue H(p) = −λ(p). This finishes the proof of Lemma 6.4, and thereby the verification of (T2).
Verification of (T3) of Theorem 3.2. As in the proofs of Theorems 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5, we prove the claimed properties of H(p) by means of a variational representation. By Proposition B.5, we have
The representation is of the form
with a joint convex F . The claimed properties follow as in the proofs given before.
Detailed balance implies symmetry of the Hamiltonian
In this section, we prove Proposition 6.5 from below, which is used in the proof of Theorem 3.8 in Section 3. 
with E = T d × {1, . . . , J}, and continuous function Vp(
. In (25), P(E ) is the set of probability measures on E , and the map Ip : P(E ) → [0, ∞] is the Donsker-Varadhan functional given by
where the infimum is taken over vectors of functions ϕ(·, i) ∈ C 2 (T d ), and Lp is the operator defined by
Under the general conditions of [DV75] , the infimum is taken over functions that are in the domain of the infinitesimal generator of the semigroup associated to Lp. Since the coefficient functions of the drift-diffusion operator Lp are smooth, by Pinsky's arguments in [Pin85, Pin07] , the infimum can be taken over C 2 functions.
Given in the form (25), it is not obvious why H(p) should be symmetric under the detailed-balance condition. Therefore, we perform a suitable transformation, or shift, in the infimum of the Donsker-Varadhan functional (26). After the transformation, we obtain a representation for H(p) that simplifies further if detailed balance holds. This representation is formulated in the following Proposition, where the formula given in (c) is used in the proof of Theorem 3.8 in Section 3.3.
Proposition 6.5. The principal eigenvalue H(p) from Theorem 3.3, given by (25), satisfies the following:
(a) The supremum in (25) can be taken over a smaller set P of measures,
where P ⊂ P(E ) are the probability measures µ = (µ 1 , . . . , µ J ) on E = T d × {1, . . . , J} that satisfy:
The Hamiltonian H(p) given by (25) admits the following representation:
where R(µ) ≥ 0 is the sum of partial Fisher informations, given by
and Kp(µ) is given by
where the infimum is taken over vectors of functions
(c) If furthermore detailed balance holds, that means πij := rije
The representation (30) follows from (29) by using that
which leads to the cosh(·) terms in (30), and proves (c). We now give the proof of (a) and (b) of Proposition 6.5.
Proof of (a) in Proposition 6.5. Let H(p) be the principal eigenvalue from Theorem 3.8, that means the eigenvalue of the cell problem (19). By a result [DV76] and [Kif92] , which we recall in Appendix B, H(p) admits the variational representation (25), that is
with E = T d × {1, . . . , J}, and Ip defined in (26). We want to show that the supremum can be taken over measures in P, where the set P ⊆ P(E ) is defined in (a) of Proposition 6.5. First, note that since H(p) is finite for any p and Vp(·) is bounded, the supremum can be taken over measures µ such that Ip(µ) is finite. We will show that finiteness of Ip(µ) implies that µ satisfies (P1) and (P2). To that end, define the map Lrev :
with jump rates sij defined as sij ≡ 1 and sji ≡ e 
We prove that if IL rev (µ) is finite, the measure µ satisfies (P1) and (P2) from Proposition 6.5, and furthermore that if Ip(µ) is finite, then IL rev (µ) is finite, which then gives (a) of Proposition 6.5.
Since sije
, the operator Lrev admits a reversible measure νrev in P(E ) given by
We aim to prove that a(ϕn) ≤ I λ Lrev (µ) holds for all n. To that end, write
for the according evaluation of ϕn in I λ Lrev (µ), so that in particular I λ Lrev (µ) ≥ a λ (ϕn). We show that a λ (ϕ n ) → ∞. The only difference between a(ϕn) and a λ (ϕn) lies in the λ-factors that appear in the exponential terms. Using that e
x ≥ e x 1 {x≥0} , first note that
diverges as n → ∞, since we have a(ϕn) ≤ an. Defining this analogously for a λ (ϕn) as
. Thereby, proving that a λ n → ∞ as n → ∞ is sufficient for obtaining a λ (ϕn) → ∞. Finally, the fact that a λ n diverges as n → ∞ follows by noting that an ≤ a λ n , which can be seen via
since λ = 1 + ε > 1 and e x/λ ≤ e x for x ≥ 0. This finishes the proof of part (a) of Proposition 6.5.
Proof of (b) of Proposition 6.5. We show that for any µ ∈ P, the Donsker-Varadhan functional Ip(µ) defined in (26) is given by
with R(µ) and Kp(µ) given as in Proposition 6.5. This implies (b) of Proposition 6.5, since then
First, note that for µ ∈ P, the Donsker-Varadhan functional Ip(µ) can be rewritten as
, the infimum can be taken over functions in L 1,2 
where the last equality follows after shifting as ϕ i → ϕ i + ψ i . The term containing the square roots and logarithms are not singular since they are integrated against dµ i , so that the integration is only over the set {µ i > 0}. Now writing out the terms and reorganizing them leads to the claimed equality.
The proof of Theorem 3.9 is based on the same idea of performing a shift in the Donsker-Varadhan functional, after which we obtain the following representation. Proposition 6.6. The principal eigenvalue H(p) from Theorem 3.4 is given by
with a set of measures P ⊂ P(T d ) and maps Kp(µ) and R(µ) defined as follows:
(a)
(c) If furthermore the rates rij(·) are constant on T d , then
Regarding (c) of Proposition 6.6, we require constant rates rij so that the drift F becomes a gradient field, since then
where νstat is the stationary measure of the jump process on {1, . . . , J} with rates rij. With that, (c) follows as before from (b) via shifting in the infimum over functions ϕ as ϕ → ϕ + ψ. The rest of the proof of Proposition 6.6 follows the same line of argument as the proof of Proposition 6.5.
Discussion and conclusion
In this note, we prove large deviations of the first component X ε t of switching Markov processes (X ε t , I ε t ) introduced in Section 2. Here the parameter ε > 0 corresponds to the ratio of microscopic to macroscopic length-scales. The models of molecular motors in this note are all switching Markov processes. From the large-deviation analysis carried out in this note, we point out the following insights:
(i) The proofs of large deviations of the various models of molecular motors all follow the same general strategy that is outlined in Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. In particular, the large-deviation proofs are independent of the specific choices involved in the models. In the context of the models in this note, the various possible choices are outlined below Definition 2.3. The strategy is a natural consequence of the large-deviation approach of [FK06] , and consists of two steps. First, proving that the exponential transforms Hε of the generators Lε of the two-component process (X ε t , I ε t ) converge uniformly. Secondly, solving a principal eigenvalue problem. These steps are illustrated in Example 2.6.
(ii) It is natural to ask under which conditions on the microscopic dynamics one obtains transport on macroscopic scales. The formulation of the problem in terms of stochastic processes allows for obtaining a rigorous answer in terms of a precise characterization of the macroscopic velocity v = DH(0). This characterization agrees with the one given by Perthame and Souganidis in [PS09b] , where the authors start from the FokkerPlanck equations. However, the large-deviation results are stronger convergence results, and the more general approach taken in this note embeds the previously found insights into a general context. By making the large-deviation structure explicit in this note, we explain how the general context determines the structure of proofs.
We say that a sequence of E-valued random variables Xn satisfies a large-deviation principle if their distributions µn = P [Xn ∈ ·] satisfy a large-deviation principle. Large deviations imply almost-sure convergence to the set of minimizers of the rate function in the following sense.
Theorem A.2 (Large deviations imply almost-sure convergence). Let {Xn} n∈N be a sequence of random variables in a Polish space (E, d). Assume that {Xn} n∈N satisfies a large-deviation principle with a lower semicontinuous rate function I that has compact sublevel sets. Then d(Xn, {I = 0}) → 0 almost surely as n → ∞, where {I = 0} = {x ∈ E : I(x) = 0} is the set of minimizers.
Proof of Theorem A.2. Let Xn : (Ω, F) → E be a sequence of random variables. By the Borel-Cantelli Lemma, if the sum
is finite, then P [{d(Xn, {I = 0}) ≥ ε} infinitely often] = 0. We show that for any ε > 0, there exists a δ > 0 such that for large n, we have
is finite, and by monotonicity of measures, almost-sure convergence follows as
Let ε > 0. The set Bε := {x ∈ E : d(x, {I = 0}) < ε} is an open neighborhood of the set of minimizers {I = 0}. Since the rate function I is lower semicontinuous and has compact sublevel sets, for any open neighborhood U of the set of minimizers, there exists a δ > 0 such that {I ≤ δ} ⊆ U. Thus there exists a δ > 0 such that {I ≤ δ} ⊆ Bε.
By the large-deviation upper bound, for any closed set A and any ε1 > 0, there exists an integer N such that for all n ≥ N , we have
where I(A) := infx∈A I(x). Since E \ Bε is closed and is contained in {I > δ}, we obtain for N large enough that for all n ≥ N ,
using in the last estimate that inf x∈{I>δ} I(x) ≥ δ.
In the definitions of viscosity solutions that follow, E and E are compact metric spaces. In the examples of our note, the space E corresponds to T d , and E to the space of upscaled variables. We write BUSC(E) := {u : E → R | u is bounded and upper semicontinuous} and BLSC(E) := {u : E → R | u is bounded and lower semicontinuous}. Definition A.3. (Sub-and supersolutions for single valued operators, Definition 6.1 in [FK06] ) Let H : D(H) ⊆ C(E) → C(E) be a nonlinear operator. Then for τ > 0 and h ∈ C(E), define viscosity sub-and supersolutions of (1 − τ H)u = h as follows:
i) u1 ∈ BUSC(E) is a viscosity subsolution of (1 − τ H)u = h if for all f ∈ D(H) there exists a point x ∈ E such that
iii) We say that u1 ∈ BUSC(E) and u2 ∈ BLSC(E) are strong viscosity sub-and supersolutions, respectively, when the inequalities hold for all maximising points; that is for all f ∈ D(H), whenever
and similarly for supersolutions.
iv) We say that u ∈ C(E) is a viscosity solution of (1 − τ H)u = h if it is both a sub-and supersolution. Similarly, u ∈ C(E) is called a strong viscosity solution if it is both a strong viscosity sub-and supersolution.
Definition A.4 (Viscosity solutions, multivalued operators, Definition 7.1 in [FK06] ). Let H ⊆ C(E) × C(E × E ) be a multivalued operator with domain D(H) ⊆ C(E). Then for h ∈ C(E) and τ > 0, define viscocity solutions of (1 − τ H)u = h as follows:
iii) u1 ∈ BUSC(E) is a strong viscosity subsolution of (1 − τ H)u = h if for all (f, g) ∈ H and x ∈ E, whenever
then there exists a z ∈ E such that
Similarly for strong supersolutions.
A function u ∈ C(E) is called a viscosity solution of (1 − τ H)u = h if it is both a viscosity sub-and supersolution.
Definition A.5 (Comparison Principle). We say that a Hamilton-Jacobi equation (1 − τ H)u = h satisfies the comparison principle if for any viscosity subsolution u1 ∈ BUSC(E) and viscosity supersolution u2 ∈ BLSC(E), u1 ≤ u2 holds on E. For two operators
, we say that the comparision principle holds if for any viscosity subsolution u1 ∈ BUSC(E) of (1 − τ H † )u = h and viscosity supersolution u2 ∈ BLSC(E) of (1 − τ H ‡ )u = h, u1 ≤ u2 holds on E.
If u ∈ C(E) and v ∈ C(E) are viscosity solutions of (1 − τ H)u = h and the comparison principle holds, then u ≤ v by their sub-and supersolution properties. Similarly v ≤ u, and hence u = v. In that sense, the comparison principle corresponds to uniqueness of visoscity solutions.
The following Theorem is an adaptation of Theorem 2.3 in [Fen06] and Theorem 7.18 in [FK06] in a compact setting. Assume that compact Polish spaces En, E and E are related with continuous embeddings ηn and η n as
such that for any x ∈ E, there exist xn ∈ En such that ηn(xn) → x as n → ∞. Theorem A.6. Let Ln be the generator of an En-valued process Y n t | t≥0 satisfying Condition 2.1 from [Fen06] , and let Hn be the nonlinear generators defined by Hnf = 1 n e −nf Lne nf . Let the compact Polish spaces En, E and E be related as in the above diagram. Assume that in addition, the following holds:
(i) (Condition 7.9 of [FK06] on the state spaces) There exists an index set Q and approximating state spaces A q n ⊆ En, q ∈ Q, such that the following holds: (a) For q1, q2 ∈ Q, there exists q3 ∈ Q such that A Furthermore, for each q ∈ Q and every sequence yn ∈ A q n such that ηn(yn) → x ∈ E and η n (yn) → z ∈ E , we have lim sup n→∞ Hnfn(yn) ≤ g(x, z ). Furthermore, for each q ∈ Q and every sequence yn ∈ En such that ηn(yn) → x ∈ E and η n (yn) → z ∈ E , we have lim inf n→∞ Hnfn(yn) ≥ g(x, z ).
(iii) (Comparison principle) For each h ∈ C(E) and τ > 0, the comparison principle holds for viscosity subsolutions of (1 − τ H † )u = h and viscosity supersolutions of (1 − τ H ‡ )u = h.
Let X n t := ηn(Y n t ) be the according E-valued process, and define the nonlinear semigroups {Vn(t)} t≥0 on C(E) by Vn(t)f (x) = 1 n log E e nf (Yn(t)) |Yn(0) = x .
If {X n (0)} n∈N satisfies a large-deviation principle in E with good rate function I0 : E → [0, ∞], then: Due to compactness of E and E , parts (a) and (c) of Condition (i) of Theorem A.6 are always satisfied via setting K q n = En, using a singleton Q = {q}. Then (a) is immediate, and (c) follows with K q 1 = E and K q 2 = E ×E . We nevertheless state Condition (i) for completeness.
B Principal eigenvalues and variational representations
In this section, we collect some results on how to find solutions to the principal eigenvalue problems that we encounter in Section 6. The eigenvalue problems are the following: (E1) For an irreducible M-matrix P ∈ R d×d as in Definition B.4 below, find a real eigenvalue λ and a corresponding eigenvector v > 0 that has strictly positive components vj > 0, such that P v = λv. The eigenvalue problems in Lemma's 6.3 and 6.4 are of that type.
(E2) For a second-order uniformly elliptic operator P :
with smooth coefficients a k , b k , c ∈ C ∞ (T d ), find a real eigenvalue λ and a corresponding strictly positive eigenfunction u such that P u = λu. This corresponds to the eigenvalue problem in Lemma 6.2, with a k = 1. . . .
where L :
J is a J × J diagonal matrix of uniformly elliptic operators,
with a
, and R is a J × J matrix with non-negative functions on the off-diagonal,
Coupled systems of this type appear in Lemma 6.1.
The principal eigenvalue problems (E1), (E2) and (E3) can be solved by means of the Krein-Rutman Theorem. In the following definition, we recall the setting of the Theorem.
Definition B.1 (Ordered Banach space (X, ≥), Appendix 4 in [DL00] ). For a real Banach space X, a closed set K ⊆ X with nonempty interior is called a cone if i) 0 ∈ K, ii) whenever v, w ∈ K then av + bw ∈ K for all reals a, b ≥ 0, iii) if v ∈ K and (−v) ∈ K, then v = 0, and iv) X = K − K. For given v, w ∈ X, we write v ≥ w if v − w ∈ K, and denote the elements v in K as v ≥ 0 the elements in the interiorK as v > 0. Further, K * ⊆ X * is called a dual cone if for all ∈ K * , , v ≥ 0 whenever v ≥ 0. We write (X, ≥) for an ordered Banach space X, where the order ≥ is defined by means of a cone K.
For an ordered Banach space (X, ≥) and an operator P : D(P ) ⊆ X → X, we want to find a strictly positive eigenvector u > 0 and associated eigenvalue λ ∈ R such that Theorem B.3 (Positive and compact resolvant implies existence of a principal eigenvalue). If for some α ∈ R, Pα := P + α1 is such that Tα := P − α and strictly positive eigenfunction u > 0. Regarding uniqueness of the eigenvalue λ, note that every solution to (PrEv) defines an eigenfunction for Tα, by shifting with α. Thus two independent solutions to (PrEv) would correspond to two independent solutions to Tαg = r(Tα)g, contradicting the uniqueness (after normalization) of g > 0 in the Krein-Rutman Theorem.
Theorem B.3 applies to the principal eigenvalue problems (E1), (E2) and (E3).
Definition B.4 (Irreducible M-matrix, (E1)). We call a matrix P ∈ R d×d an irreducible M-matrix if the following holds:
(i) P is given by P = s1 − R, with some s ∈ R and a matrix R ≥ 0 with non-negative elements.
(ii) R is irreducible in the sense that {1, . . . , d} cannot be split into two disjoint sets A1 and A2 such that Rij = 0 whenever i ∈ A1 and j ∈ A2.
Proposition B.5 ((PrEv) for irreducible M-matrices, (E1)).
In the setting (E1), if P ∈ R d×d is an irreducible M-matrix, then there exists an eigenvector u > 0 and a unique principal eigenvalue λ ∈ R such that (PrEv) holds. Furthermore, λ is given by λ = sup w>0 inf i∈{1,...,J} P w(i) w(i) Proposition B.6 ((PrEv) for second order elliptic operators, (E2)). In the setting (E2), let P : = inf
Proposition B.7 ((PrEv) for fully-coupled systems of second order elliptic operators, (E3)).
In the setting (E3), E = T d × {1, . . . , J}, let L :
J be a J × J diagonal matrix of uniformly elliptic operators and R be a J × J matrix with non-negative functions on the off-diagonal, as in (33) and (34), and assume that R satisfies the following: (R1) The matrix R with entries Rij := sup y∈T d Rij(y) is irreducible, that is there do not exist two disjoint sets J1 and J2 such that {1, . . . , J} = J1 ∪ J2 and Rij = 0 on T d whenever i ∈ J1 and j ∈ J2.
Then for the operator P := L−R, there exists a unique principal eigenvalue λ ∈ R and a strictly positive eigenvector u ∈ C ∞ (T d ) J , u i (·) > 0 for all i = 1, . . . , J, solving (PrEv). Furthermore, the principal eigenvalue is given by
Proposition B.5 follows from the Perron-Frobenius Theorem. The principal eigenvalue problem on closed manifolds, such as T d , is solved for instance by Padilla [Pad97] . Donsker and Varadhan's variational representations [DV75, DV76] apply to the case of compact metric spaces without boundary, in particular to Propositions B.6 and B.7. A proof of how to obtain the principal eigenvalue for coupled systems of equations is given by Sweers [Swe92] and Kifer [Kif92] . Sweers considers a Dirichlet boundary problem, but his results transfer to the compact setting without boundary. Kifer gives an independent proof for the case of a compact manifold, in Lemma 2.1 and Proposition 2.2 in [Kif92] .
C Motivation for the molecular-motor model
Living cells face the challenge of how to transport cargo at nanoscale in a highly viscous bath of molecules. This challenge is met by means of molecular motors, a family of proteins that enable eucaryotic cells to perform directed motion in a viscous environment. Kinesin and dynein are examples of such proteins that can move on intracellular polymeric filaments via converting chemical energy of surrounding molecules into directed mechanical motion. For a summary of mathematical models of this phenomenon, we refer to the overviews written by Anatoly Kolomeisky and Michael Fisher in [Kol13] and [KF07] . By means of the models, one can hope to get answers to questions of the
